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The Humly Room Display is the perfect interactive

Long product life.

display for your collaboration spaces. It will help you

Unlike many other competing solutions at the market, Humly Room

to find the space you already booked, or guide you to

Display is a purpose-built hardware. Each component is selected to

one that is available right now. On the display it is clear
who has booked the room and for how long. With the

ensure that the device can be up and running 10 hours per day for
years without failing.This is the reason why Humly Room Display has an
estimated lifetime of +5 years.

Humly Room display you no longer need to disturb an
ongoing meeting and you will instantly remove much
of the frictions related to meeting room reservations.
Its iconic timeless design will fit well into any modern

Scalable.
Humly Room Display is scalable to fit the needs of enterprise customers.
Manage your fleet of Room Displays remotely and serve over 500 room
displays from a single server.

office as its aesthetic have been developed to become
part of the interior.

Secure.
Humly is proactively working with security and is related issues and
is partnering with security consultants who is performing regular
penetration tests. This way we can ensure enterprise class security.

Seamlessly integrated.
Humly has an open API that makes it easy to build deep seamless
integrations with other solutions. Next to this, Humly is proactively
working on providing additional customer value by making integrations
with market leading solutions within smart office and collaboration
technology.

Design focused.
Humly has worked with awarded design team to design Humly Room
Display. The result is a modern device that complements a modern
office with a floating effect and full RGB LED light creating an aura that
reflected on the wall.

Sold in packages of 10 / 6 / 1 unit(s)

Specifications
Visual interface
8 inch capacitive touch with anti-fingerprint treatment
48 LED RGB light aura and indication light
Connectivity
Wifi 802.11 a/b/g/n
Ethernet RJ-45, 10/100/1000 Mbit, PoE & PoE+(IEEE 802.3af), 802.1x basic support
NFC/RFID 13.56 Mhz (ISO/IEC 14443A/B), MIFARE 4K/1K
Bluetooth 5.0
Power
Power over Ethernet (PoE), or 12V AC/DC power adapter
Mounting
Mounting options for both standard and glass walls
5-way cable exit option for flexible installation
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Compatible Platforms
Microsoft Office 365
Microsoft Exchange 2019
Microsoft Exchange 2016
Microsoft Exchange 2013
Microsoft Exchange 2010
Google G Suite
IBM/Lotus Domino Smartcloud
IBM/Lotus Domino 8.5.3 – 9.x
User Interface Languages
Arabic - Catalan - Chinese (simplified) - Chinese (traditional) - Czech - Danish - Dutch - English
- Estonian - Finnish - French - Galician - German - Italian - Japanese - Latvian - Lithuanian - Norwegian - Polish - Portuguese - Russian - Spanish - Swedish
Other
Open API for third party integration
Communication via real-time two-way connection
Remote management with multi-site support
Real-time monitoring & statistics

